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By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO News Editor
The company in charge of
processing the University's student
insurance claims has changed its
claims policy without officially
notifying the 'University or the
obroker who negotiated the contract,
a spokesman
fqr
the
brokerage
firm
.
.
.
.

said.
Several students who filed claims
~th World Book Life of Chicago

msurance company, have received
new forms to fiU out, rather than
money to settle the claim.
Approximately 1,100 students have
the insurance. ·

Hilary Thompson, from the
broker firm Marsh, Mc[.,ennan and
. Mercer Inc., said she had been
casually notified that a change was
to be implemented, but had not
received an official date for the new
policy to begin, nor had she
received cqpies of the new forms.

Janet Bellamy-Pope, a student
whose claim has been delayed, said
"I called World Book Life of
Chicago to check on the status of
my claim two weeks ago. At that
time, they told me everything was.
fine. Then, th~ week, I received an
additional form with absolutely no
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Temporarily, Council Rules

Central Parking Returns
By PAUYLSCHERR.
LOBO Staff Writer
. Central A venue businessmen
were given some breathing space
last night when the City Council
voted to temporarily replace the
parking meters which were removed
from the fronts of their stores with
posted one-hour parking signs.
In addition, C6uncil President
Patrick Baca recommended they
select a panel to meet with city
traffic engineers to discuss the
parking problem. As part of a
pedestrian safety bill passed last
month, the city removed the
parking meters along the south side
of Central Friday, which store
owners feared· woulti r.educe their
business.
While the merchants applauded
the measure to reinstate parking on
Central, Councillor Marion
Cottre11 · warned it would probably
only be an interim step in
eliminating parking on the street.
He said safety was the primary
concern for the area and recommended the establishment 'of a
municipal parking lot as a solution.
Councillor Allan Reed, who
sponsored the 'safety bill, opened
the discussion by apologizing to

Citv Councillon listen to ~outh CBntral merchants during the council's MQI'Idey night tpeeting.

indication of. what was wrong with
the first form and that required no
new information,"
Because of the delay in Pope's
claim, it is known that the new
policy will affect claims filed at
least six weeks ago and possibly
claims filed before then .. J:hompson
said she did not know if every claim
filed since the beginning of the
semester would have to be filed
again.
,
.
·"I wasn't even told that the
policy was to be backdated" she
said.
When asked why she had not
received copies of the new claim
form, Thompson said, "That is'
what I would like to know. I have
called them to try and find that
out." She said she called the
company early Monday morning,
By 5 p.m. she said she had not
received a return call.
The insurance company could
not be reached for comment. A
recording on the company's phone.
line said no incoming calls would be
accepted. The company is in
Chicago and has no local office.
Thompson said she has gotten
several phone calls from students
wanting to know more about the
new policy, but she said she has no
idea how many students have been
affected by the change in paperwork.
World Book Life of Chicago was
chosen by UNM to underwrite
students' policies because the
company gave the·lowest bid and
was the first to offer maternity
coverage, Thompson said.
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Jewish Students ApplaUd Sad at
.,

l

b

The groups said in an earlier leaders branded Sadat a traitor for
support of their president's trip,
By MARIA ZANNES
United
Press
International
release,
"We feel mixed about the his Israeli trip, UPI reported. One
.
LOBO Staff Writer
visit-positive about the trip itself pro-Syrian. Palestinian group has
The UNM Jewish Student reported.
UNM's Jewish Union voiced · and what it could mean for direct called for Sadat's assasination, UPI
Union/Hillel aQd a UNM professor
of international politics said support of Sadat's trip in a written negotiations-and uncomfortable said.
The Jewish Union said Arabs
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's statement releas.ed Monday, saying about the reaction in Syria and
opp~sed to Sadat ar~ a major threat
recent visit to Israel is a move ·the Sadat-Begin pact is "most Lybia."
welcome."
.
Palestinian and other Arab to Mtddle East secuntv.
toward peace in the Middle East.
UNM's Arab Student Club could
not be reached for comment. ·
The Jewish group said a binding
peace treaty would not result from
the meeting of Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister Menahem Begin.
.
The group said they hope sub.
-[UPI)
Correspondent
Wilborn
Hampton
has
He
was
in
the
bosom
of his foe. He was estranged
stantive peace negotiations will
covered
both
sides
of
the
Middle
East
Conflict.
from
his
own.
follow the historic talk, which is the
Following ·is a personal commentary on seeing
Many have called for peace in the Middle East
·first direCt meeting between Arab
Egyptian President Anw!lr Sadat's speech to. the before Anwar Sadat. They have come from mnay
and Jewish leaders on Israeli soil.
Knesset in Jerusalem Sunday.]
high places and have been . heralded by many
James Ray, assisant professor of
By WILBORN ltAMPTON
trumpets. Those calls drifted into obscurity by the
political science, said he is
NEW YORK (UPI) - He seemed so terribly desert winds, have been drowned by the roar of
"cautiously optimistic" about the
alone.
cannon.
trip 1s impact on the Middle East.
And the journey by Sadat to Israel, likewise, was
He stood before the council of his enemy and said
"It might lead to real
there should be neither victor nor vanquish between
preceded by great fanfare. The frenzy of anticipation
negotiations," Ray said.
and the heat of emotional feeling~ hope and ·anger
them. Back in the camps of his allies, his compatriots
Sadat and Begin announced an'
reviled
his
name
and
called
for
his
blood.
generated by the visit alone almost swept away
agreement Monday that there
of
peace
any
impersonal analysis of its proper perspective.
But
whether
one
saw
him
as
a
messenger
~would be no more war between ihe ·
or
as
a
turncoat,
the
vision
of
Anwar
Sadat
standing
But
there was something quietly awesome about
two nations. The two leaders made
before. the Israeli Knesset was a profile of courage.
the simplicity with which Sadat stood a~ the ;ostrum
the declaration of the unwritten
For the past three decades, ·and even c~nturies
of the Knew set and talked face to face Wlth h1s foe.
non-belligerency pact separately in
before that, the sheikhs, emirs and Jewish guerrilla
It had been a longjourney for Anwar Sadat.
Jerusalem and then agreed to work
chieftains of the Middle East had spilled one
At the time of the late Gamel Abdel Nasser's death
toward a negogiated Middle East
in 1970, he was almost an unknown outside the
another'S blood and cursed one another's tribes.
settlement.
But
the
man
who
stood
before
the
Knesset
Sunday
ruling political circles of Egypt. Correspondents who
· Sadat returned to Cairo Monday
had
not
brought
idle
threats.
He
had
not
come·
had
covered Nasser's funeral had to rush to.
and was greeted by. hundreds of
seeking
popularity.
He
had
no
grandstand
to
play
to.
·
. . fcont. on,.,. IJ .,,.
thousands of Egyptians expressing
ft
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Sadat: A Man··
Alone·
.
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"Remember war is not limited to
Israel and the confrontation states.
War in the region tal<es place
amoung Arabs and Arabs. The
Middle East ·Peace must include
peace fdr Lepanon-peace without
distruction of the Christian
minority as the price."
Prof. Ray said Monday Israel
must deal with other Arab countries
to insure peace.
"I'm afraid the most serious
problems are between Israel and
Palestine, Israel and the Syrians
and Israel and Lebanon," Ray said.
He said the most likely impact of
the SaHat-Begin meeting might be
Sadat's possible assasination or
defeat in Egypt's -presidential
election.
Ray said he did not think the
meeting will have any great influence on American foriegn
policy.
However, he said America may
play a less active role in Middle East
negogiations if direct Arab-Israeli •
talks cortlirtue. There would be a
lesser need for peace talks, he said.
"I think the best thing the U.S.
can do is to assist this development
as much as possible. It may mean
the U.S. will have to play a lesser
role," Ray said.
·
..•'
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A one-day tood drive, sponsored
by ASUNM and three other campus
members of the groups, who were traffic survey.
. time limit.
angry because they said they had
"There have been some good
· The study prepared by the City organizations, will be held Wednot been notified of the proposed points raised here tonight which Traffic Engineering Division said nesda~ to help feed homeless men
action.
have to be considered before we that the removal of parked cars and women during the holidays. ·
The ASUNM Senate has ap"We wer.e dealing with in-. take any further action."
would increase the visibility betsufficient information," he said.
Reed also warned the group that ween pedestrians and motorists, propriated $250 to buy turkeys and
"We were under the impression the new parking measure could and thereby reduce pedestrain hams. Approximately half of those
that the city traffic engineers had • work against them because their accidents. The report also said it funds will be spent this week for the
talked with them (the merchants) customer's cars could be towed would make it e~ier to cross the . pruchase of turkeys to be sent on
(cont. oo page 61
(cont. on page lit
while they were conducting the away for violating the one hour
"""
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Fems Want Funds
For 2nd Conference
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FBI 'Tricks'
WASHINGTON - The FBI in
1971 tentatively claimed credit for
disruption in the Black Panther
Party (BPP), including the
publicized split between Huey
Newton and Eldridge Cleaver,
newly released secret filed revealed
Monday.
The FBI released 53,000 heavily
censored pages of its cointelpro
files revealing details of !5 years of
efforts to disrupt the Black Panthers and other groups it considered
potentially violent,or subversive.
''Analysis indicates that the ·
chaotic condition of BPP and the
split between BPP leaders Huey P.
Newton and Eldridge Cleaver is
pmrsibly a direct res.ult of our intensive counter intelligence efforts
·~~~~: a March 4, l97 l' file entry

HOUSTON- The National Women's Conference, financed by a highly
controversial $5 million federal appropriation, Mon~ay called on
President Carter and Congress to provide "sufficient funds" for yet
another such meeting of American women.
Conservatives angered by. the decision promptly staged a walkout just
before the historic four-day conference was scheduled to adjourn. The
protesters left singing a chorus of "God Bless America."
"Does the country want more of this?" asked conservative floor leader
Joan Gubbins, a state senator in Indiana. "Does the country want more
tax money spent for one point of view?"
Feminists dominated the conference, which passed 25 proposals including support for the Equal Rights Amendment, abortion and lesbian
rights. Only one proposal by the leadership was defeated.
Conference leader Bella Abzug suffered a personal defeat when the
meeting rejected her proposal for a special fedenil women's departmentthe only major issue that divided the feminist majority.
Many feminists jQined the conservatives and memb~rs of the lesbian
caucus to defeat the women's department.
Eleanor Smeal, president of the National Organization for Wof!!en, said
The FBI released 6•116 pages of
its files on efforts to disrupt what it
most opponents of the women's department simply did not like the idea labeled
"Black extremist hate
that women's concerns would be ''ghettoized" in the government.
of

New Vaccine
W ASHJNGTON -

A vaccine
effective against the most common
types of pheumonia- the nation's
fifth leading killer - has been
·cleared to go on the market early
next year; the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) announced
Monday.

IN

BRIEF
The agency said tests have shown
the bacferial pneumonia vaccine to
be effective "in at least 80 per cent
of the people who receive it," and
may offer protection to those with
sickle cell anemia, who are particularly susceptible to pneumonia.
Although the armed services
developed a similar vaccine during
WWII, this marks the first time the
FDA has approved one for general

;~~:e~~" ~r~y [:i~~s i~~f~~\~~ us~he
anonymous letters and other tactics
t
dissent among the Black
Poanctrheate
~L
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Unique Career In ·

NUCLEAR POWER
For A Unique Individual

.

.

The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our
nation's energy problems. If you are a college senior with a
least 1 year of college -physics and mathematics through
integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and
challenging career in Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement opportunity and unusually attractive benefits
including:
• Training salary of 112,500; double your· salary in 4 years-• Free medical, dental care
• 30 days paid vacation annually
• Financed graduate program available
• Excellent retirement available
• Free vacation travel available,
• Select positions available for college juniors
which pay up to '6,000 the senior year
Sign up for a personai interview at the placement office 29·
30.,Nov. or send resume to Nuclear Power Manager, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM 87108

What. Is A College Inn?
A privately owned, off campus
· residence facility with :
* excellent food, no limit
* carpeted and air-conditioned rooms
* all with private or semi-private baths
* recreation rooms, study lounges
* weekly maiq service in your .room
.
* swimming pool, free parking
* apartment style privacy and rules
. * well maintained, prompt service
* recently renovated and refurnished
* good security, social pro grain

announcement said initial
use of the vaccine, called
"pneumovax," will be among the
elderly and the chronically ill.

Kille.r Cyclone
NEW DELHI, India - India's
national news agency Monday
reported more than 6,000 persons
were killed by a cyclone and tidal
wave that smashed the southern
Indian state of Andhra Pradesh,
washing entire villages out to sea.
The tropical cyclone the
equivalent of a hurricane or
typhoon - roared in off the Bay of
Bengal and raked the coastal area
north of Madras with winds of 60
to 90 mph Saturday night and
Sunday. It was followed Sunday by
a devastating tidal wave.
The state-run Samachar news
agency said more than 100,000
persons were left homeless by the
one-two punch of the natural
disasters, reportedly the worst ever
to hit the Southeast India region.
Officials said the tidal wave alone
h
d
d
1
may
ave
rowne
severa
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Plane Crash
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Missing Victims Sought
In Shark-Infested Waters
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10 villages and swept the
inhabitants into the stormy Bay of
Bengal.
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he has found reiigion, Hustler
magazine publisher Larry Flynt
says his reaCiers can expect articles
about clean living rather than
explicit sex.
Flynt said any changes in the
magazine's format, decided upon
because "go·d "convicted" him of
sin and converted him from unbelief, will not be made for a few
months because of publication
deadlines.
During weekend appearances in
San Antonio, the 41-year-old Flynt
said .. his conversion "sort of
happened within the last few days"
and was credited in p'art to·
Evangelist and faith healer Ruth
Carter Stapleton.
Flynt Sunday night attended a
service at the Non-denominational
Church of Castle Hills, in a northside suburb of San Antonio,
where Mrs. Stapleton spoke.
Following Mrs. Stapleton's
speech, the Rev. John Hagee,
introduced Flynt and his wife,
Althea, and asked the congregation
to pray for the couple.
"It's like he's coming out of the
snake pit. He's going to have some
tough times tomorrow when he tells
his partners he is turning down a
$20 million business," Hagee told
the 1,500 persons atending the
service.
Flynt, appealinga25-year federal
prison sentence and a $11,000 fine
for pandering, obscenity and
engaging in organized crime, also
shared the pulpit earliec. Sunday
with Mrs. Stapleton at the

Earl J. Banning, pastor of the
church, said Flynt's 20-minute
testimol).y
surprise~
the
congregation and ended with what
Flyn_t called his first prayer in
public bringing a wave of applause
from the congregation·
Banning said Flynt publically
·

Banning said that for about four
months Mrs. Stapleton and her
husband have counseled Flynt, who
had sought them out.

Doc Tells
Torture
Ta
/e
I
I
I
At Biko 's Death Inquest
1

1

I

PRETORIA South Africa Security police kept Black
nationalist leader Steve Biko
chained and naked in his jail cell
despite medical advice that he be
hospitalized, a doctor testified
Monday at an inquest into Biko's
death.
·
Dr. Ivor Lang, who examined
Biko five days before his Sept. 12
death, said he and another
physician recommended that the
Black leader be moved from his
Port Elizabeth jail cell to a hospital
for observation, but security officials refused.
An autopsy report said Biko died
of extensive brain damage and
kidney failure. Security policemen
earlier testified they believed Biko
was faking his injuries.
Lang told the inquest that his
examination showed Biko suffered
from echolalia, a condition in
which the v,ictim repeats whatever is
said to him. He also suffered from
weakness of the left leg and arm
and there were indications of a

COLLEGE
OF FINE ARTS

FUNCHAL, Madeira (UP!) Divers searched the shark-infested
"waters off Madeira Monday in
efforts to find 23 missing victims of
a plane crash that killed more than
100 persons including three
Americans.

and fully intended to turn Hustler
into a magazine "That would extol
godly living."

1

1

· During the ex'1JI!inationn Lang
said he · also found a small
laceration on the inner upper lip
and a "superficial" bruiseover the
breastbone.
Under cross examination by
Sydney Kentridge, attorney for the
Biko family, Lang said, "Had it
been any other prisoher, I would
have sent him to a provincial
hospital, but security would not
allow us to transfer him to· a general
hospital.
"I was told by Col. (Piet) Goosen
(security police chief) he was a
security risk, not to be allowed into
a hospital under any aircumstances.''
Kentridge asked if the reason
Biko should have been moved to a
hospital was ''because that was the
sort of observation he needed?"
"Yes," Lang said.
The doctor examined Biko Sept.
5. Five days later, the Black leader
died in a Pretoria police cell. There
were pressure marks around his
wrist and ankles.
"His ankles were very, very
swollen,'' Lang said. He attributed
the fact that Biko could not walk
properly to the leg chains he was
wearing up to the time of the
examination.
Kentridge told the inquest court
that security police "had something
to hide" when they clamed Biko
was faking injuries in the four days
before the died.
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The toll from the Portuguese
Airline Tap crash meanwhile rose
to 129 with four of the 39 survivors
dying from their injuries during the
night. Hospital spokesmen earlier
reported five dead, but later revised
the figure when it was discovered
that one of the injured had been
transferred to a private clinic.
The Boeing 727 flight from
Brussels via lsbon exploded in
flames late Saturday when it
overshot the runway and plunged
over a bluff to a rocky beach 60
yards below.
The explosion .tossed the tail end

of the plane into the sea. and hurled
passengers hundreds of yards from
the crash scene.
Relatives Monday prowled three
makeshift morgues set up in a
nearby church, cemetery and
hospital in efforts to identify the
dead.
Occasionally a woman dressed in
traditional black would pass
through the rows and point out a
relative to be taken away in an
ancient black hearse.
As identification of the dead
progressed, an investigation team
sought to find the cause of the
accidnt - the first involving
passenger injuries in Tap's 25-year
history.
Officials said it appeared that
those aboard the flight included
passengers from almost all west
European countries. At least four
were Americans.

pu1 youR

AMA Asks Fund Hike
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
American Medical Association
(AMA) said Monday it has asked
the White House for a $662.2
million increase in funds for
government health programs aimed
at preventing illness.

urges that consideration be gtven Its
recommendations," wrote AMA
Executive Vice President Dr. James
Sammons in a letter to the Office of
Mana~ement and Budget.

''However, we are limiting our
suggestions for additional amounts,
AMA recommended more over what Congress agreed to in
federal aid for such projects as fiscal year 1978, to those programs
venereal disease control, migrant we believe emphasize preventive
health care, family planning and health care and have promise for
immunization against diseases such cost effective delivery of health
services to patients," it added.
as polio and measles.
"In your deliberations on the
Congress tentatively has apPresident's budget requests for proved nearly $5.9 billion in fiscal
health care programs for fiscal year 1978 for 16 federal programs for
1979 (beginning next Oct. 1), the which AMA seeks more than $6.5
American Medical Association billion in 1979.

The largest AMA-recommended
increase was $250 million for the
National Institutes of Health
(NII1).
Congressional conferees have
agreed on a $2.8 billion 1978 budget
for NIH disease and injury research
and treatment. AMA said it would
prefer more than $3 billion in 1979.
Other
sizeable
increases
recommended by the AMA were
$80 million for services to older
Americans; $60 million for
prevention and treatment of mental
disorders; $50 million for health
services to mother anrl children,
including crippled children, and $40
million to improve health care for
Indians.
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newspapers to find Sadat's picture so they could pick
him from a crowd.
The big man in Egypt's future appeared at the time
to be Ali Sabry, another close Nasser Aide. But it
was the dark man whom no one knew what he
looked like who finally emerged to lead the Egyptian
people.
One by one he met Egypt's crises, quietly fended
off challenges to his leadership from both within and
without, restored Egyptians faith in themselves in
one war, unceremoniously kicked out the Russians
who were trying to run the country, made friends

with a German Jew who was America's secretary of
state and wanted to find peace in the Middle East.
In the end, it was Anwar Sadat who took the first
step Sunday. 11e went alone to the camp of the
enemy and spoke to them. And there now should be
no question of the sincerity of the man from the
banks of the Nile.
Many prophets and great men ltave walked the
desert sands of the 11oly Land over the centuries.
Invariably, they have at one time had to stand alone.
And no one seemed more alone on Sunday in
Jerusalem than Anwar Sadat.
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Save some ''bucks" this year,
with the motorized bike that
gets up to 150 mpg of fuel,
and practically maintenance free.
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Come by and look us over·!
Ma~e your spring term
reservations Now

Katherine Simons, a UNM professor emeritus in English, who has
been teaching on a voluntary basis since her retirement, was named
October educator of the month by Las Campanas, junior honorary
society.
Bill McConnell, Las Campanas president, said the students chose
Simons because "she's one of the finest teachers they have ever had:
She's learned and considerate, and students have very good rapport
with her. They feel lucky to have her as a teacher in their honors
classes."
Simons, who has been teaching two classes each semester without
pay at the UNM Honors Center since 1973, said her free work was
"purely selfish" because it. keeps her active and in touch with
students.
She earned her B.A. degree at Grinnell Gollege and her Masters in
English at Columbia University in 1931. She came to UNM in 1939
where whe taught Shakespeare in the English dept. until her
retirement.
One of the extra things Simons does for her students is to make her
personal library books and records available "for their browsing."

For Preventative Health Care

UNM Students: The Deadline to
Apply-for Admission for Spring
1978 is Wednesday, November
30, 1977
-

MR. MOPED HAS 5 EUROPEAN
BRANDS & 14 MODELS ON DISPLAY
AND THE GREATEST SELECTION OF
COLORS & STYLES ANYWHERE.
LAYAWAY ONE FOR CHRISTMAS

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

381401

No. 62

The New Mexico Dolly LohJ is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the Univ-ersity year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Shldcnt

Publications of the University of New Mt'J<ico,
and IS'_ not financially il.<>o;oqiatcd with UNM.
Second class postagl.l paid at Albuquerque,

Applications are available in the
College of Fine Arts Advisement Center.
Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~

New Mt!:dcd 87131. Subscription rate is
$10,00 for thcacadcmlcyelir.
The opinions CJ~prcsscd on the editorial
page.~

of The Dally /...obo arc those of tlw

author solely. Un.~igned opinion Is that of t"e
editorial board of The Daily Lobo, Nothing

}'Tinted in The Daily Lobo nccc.o;:;arll:r
represents-the views of tl1C' UniVersity of New
Mexico.
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Student Recalls Wasted Night
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Editorial
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Almost everyone who consumes alcohol
has found themselves overdoing it at least
once. Here is a students account, perhaps
typica~ who ended up in jail as a result of his
drinking. For his sake, he'll be called Fred.
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Get Off the Dime
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With all the screaming about parking both on and off campus lately,

.,,
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One of·the recommendations made in a UNM parking study completed this year was that U NM receive a fair share of the parking fine
money that goes to the city. The meters are on campus and UNM-paid
meter maids write tickets to the tune of $150,000 a year, and yet UNM
receives not a single penny of the money.
THE CITY SAYS IT spends more on processing the tickets than it
receives from the fines. City finance chief Art Blumenfeld sent UNM a
letter in late August informing it of this.
UNM then requested a meeting with city officials to discuss the
possibility of the University getting some of the fine money since UNM
pays the meter maids a total of $61,000 annually.
Today is Nov. 22 and there still has not been a meeting betwe~n
UNM and city officials and none is scheduled.
If the city hasn't acted on UNM's request for a meeting, then UNM
ought to exert some pressure. The city has nothing to gain from a
meeting and everything to lose. UNM has nothing to lose and
everything to gain. Obviously, UNM is going to have to be the initiator
of some action.
GET OFF THE DIME, UNM, and let's get some of that money floating
our way.

The Latest Act
For a few blissful weeks, the ASU NM Senate acted quietly and
efficiently. The elections commission even pulled off an election
without the usual fanfare and challenges.
But alas, the silence was deafening and now we bring you the latest
act- "The Todd Pink-Las Marshall Story, A Drama in 199 Acts."
ASUNM ATTY. GEN. LES MARSHALL last week suggested that
the senate impeach ASUNM Court Chief Justice Todd Pink because he
said Pink had violated the ASUNM Constitution.
Pink supporters then drafted a letter asking for Marshall's resignation
because he showed "blatant disrespect" for the court.
Marshall then asserted that the persons who wrote the letters were,
in effect, intellectual dwarfs.
COME, COME NOW BOYS. Can't we get along any better than
this?
In the past few weeks, we were happy to report that most of the
news coming from ASUNM was good. Some senators and others had
successfully pulled off a Senior Citizens Day. Vice President Dave
Garcia announced a student government-sponsored drive to collect
food for the needy. ASUNM was acting responsible.
But now comes the latest attraction which does nothing more than
add to the circus image the senate has been so long trying to shake.
LET'S GET SERIOUS. Do the typed opinions of a student government justice really have that much to do with problems that affect
stui:lents? Certainly there should be laws and opinions that will clear up
future discrepancies, but we believe Marshall went a bit overboard in
asking for an impeachment. This matter could have been handled' in a
tactful manner that would have done little to tarnish ASUNM's image,
but would have been just as effective. Marshall could have spoken with
Pink privately or asked the senate to ask for written opinions. We
wonder what Marshall's motives were.
But Marshall is not entirely to blame. The supporters of Pink who
wrote the letter merely added more fuel to the raging fire of ineptitude.
Tempers appear to have gotten the better of the six senators who
signed the letter.
AGAIN THIS COMES DOWN to a problem of being' responsive.
How many students care about who the ASUNM attorney general is
and what he's doing? How many students know who Todd Pink is? Do 1
student government court opinions really help the image of UNM in the
community? Is the attorney general serving the needs of students who
can't find a place to park by asking for impeachment?
There are many good people in ASUNM who do thier jobs effectively. Unfortunately it is incidents such as the Marshall-Pink matter
which drag so many down.
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Favored'
U. of C. Tells. Court

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
University of California is telling
the Supreme Court, regarding the
Allan
Bakke
"reverse
discrimination ·case,'' that Congress
has approved voluntary programs
favoring minorities even if there is
no earlier discrimination to correct.
In carrying out the 1964 ban
against discrimination in federally
assisted programs, government
regulations specifically permit
consideration of race "even in the
absence of prior discrimination,~·
Donald Reidhaar, the University's
general counsel, said.

MNPIRG Answers

Other Delivery
0: I am interested in alternatives to hospital child delivery. Are there
any groups in town offering these types of services?
A: One such group in Albuquerque is the Southwest Maternity
Center, a fully licensed non-profit maternity home. It's services are
available to anyone expecting a normal birth.
Prior to delivery, the center offers women's health services such as
family planning, physical exams, pap smears, etc. They also have
prenatal care, bi-weekly pot-luck suppers, and discussions covering
childbirth, parenting and topics of interest.
The maternity home is located in a large adobe-styled house at 504
Luna NW. Parents can come here for the birth, assisted by certified
nurse-midwives and backed by obstetricians and pediatricians. The
. emphasis is on family-centered delivery and maternity care. If complications arise during labor, the mother is transferred to the care of a
physician.
For futher information on prices, services offered, insurance and/or
payment plans •. etc., P_hone 243-5584. Speakers are available upon
request. Also, Informational pamphlets may be obtained at the NMPIRG office, 139 Harvard SE.
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Inmate's Holidays
Editor:

I am just an ordinary guy serving
some un•ordinary time in an extraordinary jail (the down-ward pull). I
guess it wouldn't be so bad except
for the fact that I get no mail. It's
really tough especially at this time
of the year ... ! have no family and 1
guess I sort of feel real put out.
It would be nice hearing from
some students who might like to
put the festive in festivity by writing
. to me. I could sure use some

cheering letters.
Write to me at:
Frank Di Chiaro #12161
Box "G"
Wallkill, N.Y. 12589

Tar-nation
Editor:
Methinks that Damian Horn
author (?) of the letter on "Andy'~
Big Mouth," might usefully shed
some of his own naivity by being
dipped in a cor:nmon roofing
substance and shipped sans white
feathers. to that "inhospitable
corner of the world."
Gordon Glass

Wood Pollutes

On the other hand Bakke's
lawyer, Reynold Colvin of San
Francisco, said regulations of the
Health, Education and Welfare
Dept. expressly forbid "quotas."
He claims Bakke, a White
candidate, was kept out of the
university's medical school at Davis
by a "quota," since 16 of 100
student openings were set aside for
minorities.
·
Both lawyers are responding to
the high court's request for their
views on how the 1964 Civil Rights
Act· bears on Bakke's claims, and
gave UPI a rundown on their briefs
which
were
en
route to
Washington.
Oral arguments on the case dealt
mainly with whether the California
Supreme Court was right in ruling

KUNm
ProgrQms

90.1 Fm
Tuesday
KUNM news at 9 am and 5
pm
UP! news at I, 6, 8, I I am and
1 and 9 pm daily.
3:00 pm: Jock Itch: Sports
with Andy Nisito.
7:30 pm: Public Affairs- A
speech by Dick Gregory
recorded at the Conference on
Immigration in San Antonio
earlier this month.
9 pm- I am: The Home of
Happy Feet: Good time music
from country to folk to
bluegrass to music o( the British
Isles to Western Swing.
lOam and 6pm: KUNM
Personals: Rides offered and
pets lost, found and to be given
away.

"At Montessa,"·Fred recalled, "we coul(i o
sleep, watch TV, play cards or go to church. tJ
There were religious freaks all over the place
trying to 'save' us, Every time I got a chance,
I attempted to make a phone call, but was g.
either ignored by the guards or told .o
something encouraging to shut me up, 1 '{,
guess if you don't take the phone call when ;i
it's offered, you lose your chance.
3
"The jailers ~reated us Like shit; I guess ~
they wanted to give us a bad impression. ij
They would tell us anything "to get us off their :...
backs.
'_,
::3
"I finally got this guy who wns getting out,
to call my brother. He came and bailed me
out around 8 p.m.

E:
r.

"All I have to say is, when they called my
name, I was ready to go. Those were the best
words I'd heard all day."
Fred goes to trial sometime next month.

. THINK CHRISTMAS!
.

~----

TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*

the program violated the 14th
amendment's guarantee that the
law applies equally to all.
But since the University, like all
medical schools, receives federal
funds, the law could be a factor.
The high court likes to avoid
consistutional issues if it can find a
law that' settles a case.

c~~~fE .........
BunERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*·
HEART RINGS

The Justice Dept. already has
filed its new brief, saying the law
does not prohibit so-called affirmative action programs - that
"attempts have been made to
prohibit or limit such programs and
all of these attempts have been
unsuccessful."
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Reidhaar said the central point in
the university's brief is that the
Anti-discrimination principle is the
same in both the 1964 law and the
14th amendment.

BUTTERflY IIACELm* . . ....•. : .•....•. $5.00
MEN'S RINGS* •..• , ••....•..••.••. ; . ·... $4.40
All itom~ en sterling tilv« will> tlobillzod turquclto.
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• WHOLESALE • RETAIL

The aim of Congress has been to
cut off federal funding to
organizations continuing to
discriminate in violation of the
constitutiion, he said, and the 1964
law extended the restriction to
private recipients of funds.
Congress also has enacted new
laws like the public works acts
specifying a percentage of funds to
minority businesses, he said.
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Ten Percent Discount Off Any
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(Your Headquarters for Sheet Music and Books)

Editor:

the big ?ity, give my lungs gas, oil
I don't doubt that the suffer or electnc heat any day.
emmissions from wood are lower·
Rafael Harpaz ·
than those from oil heat. But to say
that wood stoves are less polluting
than other forms of' heating is
pretty misleading - Wood stoves Editor:
and fireplaces put out an enormous
I wouldn't Worry about the
amount of soot and carcinogenic
"unequaled precedent that will
chemicals, adding considerably to
Albuquerque's air pollutions mold U NM into a 'Harvard of the
problems during the winter We.st: (re; Sen. Ann Dunphy's
Opm10n, Nov. 15) until Harvard is
months. Wood heat is real apcalled "the UNM at Charles River."
plicable for rural areas, but here in
Steve Ximenes

Bedridden Man
Bags Wild Buck
SURRY, Maine (UPI)- Forrest
Dow's son spent a cold weekend in
the woods, unsuccessfully hunting
deer. Dow stayed home and bagged
a 200-pound, five-point buck from
his bedroom window •
Dow, 61, who lost a leg several
years ago, ljad tried hunting with an
artificial leg, "But I just can't walk
in the woods." So this year he
stayed home.
"Then last Saturday. my wife
Natalie spotted this buck in the 100yard clearing between our house
and the ocean," he said Wednesday. "I hit it about 75 yards
from mY window. I guess it was a
lucky shot.
"I used to love deer hunting, but
that was before I lost my left leg
about four years ago.' I've tried
hunting with my artificial leg, but I
just can't Walk in the woods," Dow
Said.
He said when he took the deer to
a local store to be registered it was
admired by a group of less fortunate hunters who wished they
would have stayed home in bed,
too.

Letters

LOBO editorial phone 277-5651..

LOBO Editorial Staff,
Editor·in·chiel: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor; Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wodd
Asst. News Edilor: D.M. Flynl)
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: POter Madrid
Arts E:dltor: George Gesner
Copy Editor·~· Koren Walston.
Ad Manager: Franksa.tazar
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not necessatily reflect the View of the editorial board.
~
LETIERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
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300 words although e.~<ceptlons wHI be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names Will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and sigHed with the author's Oame, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namr1
of authof will be printed and names will not be Withheld,
AU submissions become the property of the New Mexico DallY LOBO 11nd will be editad
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be c~n· '
tacted to discuss changes.

declined to make the call. Then they locked
him up.
"The room they put me in," Fred said,
"was at the biggest nine by 12 feet, There
were cement slabs that could sleep three
guys, but already there were 13 drunks in the
room. There was a combination toilet-sink,
completely exposed and' scummy as hell.
"By this time I was completely sober, and
miserable. Most, if not all, of my cell-mates
were either completely wasted or asleep, but I
couldn't sleep. I thought I was getting high
on just the breath of these guys."
Early in the morning, after a completely
sleepless night, Fred was given breakfast,
which consisted of a fried egg between two
pieces of bread. He was then handcuffed and
taken, with a group of other prisoners, to
Montessa Park, a detention center in south
Albuquerque, where he spent the rest of the

~Minorities

The Chicken Cartel
We recently received a letter from the Texaco Oil Company. Its
heading: "An objective view of the nation's oil problems."
That's a little like asking the fox to do a study on the best way to
protect the chicken coop.

"Anyway, he made me take some sort of
equilibrium test, and then slapped some
handcuffs on me. He didn't even let me turn
my car engine off, but called a wrecker for it.
"I had an open beer in the car, but had
hardly touched it, and hadn't drunk anything
to speak of for almost two hours. I kept
telling him I wasn't drunk enough to get
arrested, but he wouldn't listen. I finally said
'to hell with it' and called him an asshole."

One Saturday night, Fred had a few beers
a( a local bar. He left about 12:30 a.m., gave
a girl a ride to her house, and then stopped to
Once downtown, Fred was administered a
eat a hamburger somewhere on Central. He
started home when he encountered a group breath analysis test, which indicated he'd had
of police cars· on South Coors Blvd. He said two beers. "The meter was below the legal
to himself, "Uh-oh, I'd better be careful." intoxication level," he said. "Since I had no
previous record , ·the cop said he would
Apparently he wasn't careful enough.
the charges."
dismiss
Just as he passed the police111en, a squad
Fred was fingerprinted and photographed,
car "appeared out of nowhere" and pulled
him over. Fred recounts, "He said I was and offered his "one phone call." His bail
wea..ving, but I wasn't. Hell, I was two blocks ·was set at $335. By this time it was 2:30a.m.,
and he didn't want to wake his parents, so he
from my house!

..,; a very important issue has been lost in the shuffle.
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By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff W~it~r
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Purchase From Now Til Dec. lOth.
GIVE MUSIC FOR CHRISTMAS

It's (he Happiest and Most
Lasting Gift of All!

210 Yale S.E.- 1 1/2 blocks south of Central
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Junk Food Book Hits Cavity

... ASUNM Turkeys

0)

~

contlnood from pago 1

0

Z 1hanksgiving the" Albuquerque
6 Rescue Mission and the Good
.D
3 Shepherd Cneter, ASUNM Vice
;., President Dave Garcia said.
'iii Garcia said there will be four
0 drop-off points at which UNM
8 students, faculty and staff can leave
·!:)

::E cans of food. "We're encouraging
~

people to bring not only cans but

WASHINGTON (UPI)- A selfconfessed junk food junkie says
more than half the food a U.S.
consumer eats each year is junk,
and America is the first nation in
history to have the problem of
malnutrition among the rich.

staple goods as well," he said.
Other groups assisting ASUNM in,
the drive are the Circle K Club, the
Students Veterans Association and
the ATM Business Club.
Drop-off points will be at
ASUNM, Suite 242 New Mexico
Union; the Union information
booth; Chicano Stqdies, 1815
Rom a NE; and the Veterans office,
1059 Mesa Vista Hall.

Michael S. Lasky begins "The
Complete Junk Food Book" by
briefly detailing from childhood the
formation of a lifetime habit: "The
pimply IS-year-old made a tearful
confession. He was fired, as the
owner put it, for 'the worst kind of
thievery there is - taking candy
from the mouths of babes.' "
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SPECIAL OFFER
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The teenager was merely another
victim of America's rush to junk
food. He was young Lasky's
counselor at a summer camp, guilty
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N.M. Architects Display
A 1Nard-1Ninning Designs
By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO Staff Writer

TM

.,

A photographic exhibit of prize-winning UNM
architecture will be on display on the second floor of
Zimmerman Library today.
Entries from an Oct. 15 competition for architects
registered and residing in New Mexico for their UNM
buildings or projects completed in the state since 1972
will be shown. The competition for excellence in
design was ,held by the New Mexico Society of the
American Institute of Architects.
Twenty-five projects were entered and four of the
eight awards given were won by Albuquerque architects for their design of UNM buildings.

The firm of Harvey Hoshour --Architect--Ltd. won
one of the three highest honor awards for the Medical
Center Library. W. C. Kruger and Associates won one
of the three second-place merit awards for their design
of the Humanities building. Another merit award was
given to Holmes-Giannini Architects for the UNM
bookstore. The one fourth-place award was given for
the remodeling of the basketball arena designed by Joe
Boehning, Protz and Associates.
Judges for the competition were Otto Poticha,
president of the Oregon Council of Architects; Joseph
Zanetti, former president of the University of
Albuquerque and now director of area and public
development for the Public Servicer Co. of New
Mexico and Mrs. Clara Apodaca, wife of Gov. Jerry
Apodaca,

In English Skills Book
Call Us At 266-1981
3624 Central SE
Just East Of Carlisle
881-2212
262-1431
Montgomery Plaza
515 Wyoming NE
293-5120
Juan Tabo Shopping Center
Juan Tabo At Montgomery
256-7484
5701 Gibson Blvd. SE

Grammer Takes Beating
ST. LOUIS (UPI) aerosol, aeresol or aerosal?

Is it

An English skills booklet
published by the state of Missouri
was distributed nationwide with
enough spelling .and grammar
errors in it to give a proofreader
nightmares.
The booklet was designed to help
teachers prepare their students for
the. English section of the state's
new basic essential skills test.

"If a student presented a handwritten paper with those kinds of
mistakes," Charles Foster, state
testing director, said, "He'd be in
for a lot of trouble."
Arthur J. Mallory, state commissioner of education, said 12,000
copies of the first edition of the
booklet were sent out - some even
overseas to Belgium - before the
glaring errors were discovered.
"I can't for the life of me explain
it," Mallory said. "We feel very
sorry it happened."
The word "aerosol" gave writers
and proofreaders the most trouble.
It appears spelled three different
ways - the correct way as well as
the more creative spellings of
"aeresoP' and "aerosal."

It's o. wise move into the residence ho.lls,
o.nd the price is right. Spo.ce is o.vo.ilo.ble
, for the Spring Semester~

The word · "deodorant" also
caused a problem. It showed up p.s
"deordorant."
Basic grammar rules took a
beating.

Disagreement between plural
nouns and singular pronouns was
the most frequent culprit. An
example: "Ask students to list ways
that the dictionary and index from
his book are alike."
Official~ responsible for the
booklet said the errors were"a result
of haste, not lack of knowledge.

"Believe me, we do know how to
spell aerosol," said Grace
McReynolds, whose office directed
production of the book. "We had
to have it printed and paid for
before the end of the fiscal year,
June30."
Graduate students at the
University of Missouri are busy
searching through the book for
errors and putting together a
correction sheet. It will be sent to
holders of the booklet's first
edition.

ROOm AND BOARD
UNffi RESIDENCE HALLS

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posb.da Hall

277-2606

UNMBox20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131

NEW HAYEN, Conn. (UP I) Squads of police Monday dragged
and carried about 50 striking Yale
University blue collar workers and
student sympathizers from a
driveway where a sit-in was being
staged to stop a convoy of police
cars and fuel trucks delivering
heating oil to the school.
Police vans were used to haul the
demonstrators to headquarters
where they were booked on charges
or disorderly conduct and then
released on a written promise to
appear.
Ronald Sanbrook, 49, president
of the Federation of University
Employes Local 35, was one of
those arrested.

"

··\

The drama started about II p.m.
Sunday when the strikers manned
picket lines at the Pierce-Sage
Power plant, which supplies steam
to heat university buildings. The
convoy tried to reach the plant
about 5:30 a.m. and the arrests
were made about 6.
"We had our scouts out all over
the place, and when the convoy was
spotted, we linked arms," Sanbrook s,aid.

"We were all sitting there with
are arms linked and singing union
songs when the cops started
dragging us apart," Sanbrook said.
"The kids were great. They
started coming out of the woodwork when they saw what was
going on and they joined right in,"
he said.

"He refused to give them his keys
and the police had to get a tow
truck in to haul it away," Sanbrook
said. "When that was done,

(how the floor layout leads us to the
soda pop and makes us drink);
exposes the reality of the "natural"
food campaign in advertising, and
examines the puritanical roots of
America's "phobia" with germfree products which he feels laid the
foundation for the success fast
good chains.
"If it is indeed true that 'you are
what you eat,' then we all might as
well tie ourselves up inside a hefty
bad and throw ourselves away.

tJ
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"The complete Junk Food q
Book" is an indictment of "the tfirst nation to have malnutrition g.
extending to all income levels - •0
from rich to poor.''
~
<:

a
0"

The irony is that the .book will be ~
competing with the sale of its _lj
subject, after all, for the price of a book, we can indulge our covetous ~
palates with their sweetest desires.
""'

We serve the best in Mexican food

somebody shouted 'sit down, sit'
down' so we all sat right down, with
our arms linked.''
The demonstrators sat in the cold
morning air, singing "typical union
songs" while New Haven Police
and campus security guards pleaded
with the demonstrators to leave.

Daily 11:00 A.M.-10: 00 p.m.
Business lunches 11: 00-2:00

THIS WEEK
Ozone Express
also

"We ignored them, so they
started dragging us away," Sanbrook said.
The union planned to continue
other events it had planned for
Monday, including distribution of
turkeys and canned goods for the
1,400 cafeteria and maintenance
strikers,

Last Mile Ramblers
Best in country
Swing&Rock

Happy Hour
5: 00 - 8: 00 Friday
Drinks 2 for 1

Daily
5:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat.
Drinks 2 for 1

Ransom Demands
For Rabbit Unmet

RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI) Feather, a three-year-old rabbit
kidnapped last week for $10
ransom, has been safely returned to
its owners by a youngster who said
he found the animal at a swimming
club.
Deanne Owens refused to pay the"
ransom to a young boy who called
Thursday and, said he had taken the
rabbit from its pen. The boy
threatened to kill the pet unless he
was paid the ransom and said he
would call back the following day
with instructions.
Instead of paying, Owens called
police, who assigned a juvenile
officer to the case, and the story
was reported in the city's
newspapers.
The rabbit was brought home
Sunday.
"We don't want to make a big
deal out of this, but we hoped the
boy has learned a lesson," Owens
said. "We think we know who it
was a:nd that his father will take
care of things.''

'Free corree llnli donuts arc ~vnllahlc ro~ ~rnd
studcnls on Wcdne.~dny.~ from 10 n.m. tUI noon In ihc
m;A Lnun~e In the SUB,
'
GSA sltulcnt re~enrch nilncnlhn1 nppilcntlnns ;re

uvnllnble lnlhc GSA orrlcc 1 rm. :ZOH ur the SUII,
Un(ter~rnduntc wn1ricn m:cr JO years nf nRc: Stir·

t~",,

The union had threatened for
more than a week to. stop oil
deliveries in an effort to force the
university to loosen up in its latest
contract offer.

Vincent Sirabella, union business
manager and organizer of the strike
which has ·continued since Sept. 30,
blocked the driveway to the power
plant with his personal car and then
hid the keys.

1111llmiM Tralnln~ Awurds of $LOOfi-$2,SOO and
McC1111 Life l,utlcrn Fund Awurd.~ ,jr U,SOO urc
avallnhll'. Cnnlnc! t.yn7.l'e 1 277]14467. Headline Is
.Inn. 11 1978,

i . >,
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As we read through his compiled
Jist of candy bars, we know our
favorite will rate as a "tooth
rotter" in the "dental checkup"
column, but we tingle in antiicipation of its making "the junk
food book hall of fame."
The humorous insights that only
an addict would know, ("The icing
is as thick as latex house paint, and
prevents us from tasting the
brownie below"), are well balanced
by medical and advertising data,
and commentaries from physicians
and dentists. The book is bad news
for the American public's sweet
tooth.
Lasky explains the physiological
addiction to refined sugar; explores
the psychology of supermarkets

Yalies Join Strikers

Hall131
or by mall to:

of stealing his wards' candied
goodies.
The Junk Food Book, published
by McGraw-Hill this month, traces
the historical origins of various
foods, things we all have wanted to
know about our favorite cravings
but didn't know where to look.
You can find the legend of the
doughnut - how it got its hole; or
the first potato chips, fired in 1853
by a chef enraged at having his
french fires returned ,to the kitchen
by an unsatified customer, and
other culinary memorabilia.
Lasky embarks on monumental
tasks. He rates fast-food chains not
only on their speedy service,
cleanliness and taste, but includes a
"grease quotient" as well.

"

More than half the food an average ~
~
American consumes a year is n'
0
junk," he says.

At Power Plant Sit-in

$1 Qoo Summer
full year plus the
Session
~arron

In America's Sweet Tooth

z

(1)

She said her two children, ages
eight and !0, were upset by the
kidnapping but "I think the way
things turned out, their faith has
been restored.''

A Jive Turkey Night
In The

llllliY 1!11111
In The Student Union
Building Basement

Wednesday, November 23
A Thanksgiving Party
With The Fantastic Funk Of
Christmas will be here
before "you know it and if
picture-giving is part of your
Yuletide plans, act now!
To help fill your holiday picture needs UNM Photo Service is offer! ng a wide r<tnge
of special color portrait
packages. As an added
bonus, through November
only, we will . give an additional 10% discount from
our already low prices. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel
that after you do, you'll
come to Photo Service.
Don't delay! For further
details call 277-5743 or
pome by our office at 1820
Las_, Lomas, N.E.
,...,

________

ltltiU
Two l.O-Pound Turkeys Will
Be Given Away To Lucky
Ticket Holders

IHII 8111 It 1:11 P.. II ..
Admissiott Prices
Students 51.00 each
(With I.D., I•tus Oue Guest)
Public 82.00 each
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to the United Nations
....l Andrew Young and British officials
.2:;> agreed
Monday the Anglo·c;
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peace proposals for
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~yeglasses or Contact J.,enses
One day sen'ice, quality 'and
style at reasonable cost

Casey OpticaJ Co.
(Nat door tu CGSf'fJ

~

/(t•xa/1 DruJ!.)

Lomas at W asljlngton
255-6
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Rhodesia are "very much alive and
·in being,'' the foreign office said,
Young met for 1.5 hours with
Foreign Secretary Davi Owen and
Lord Carver, Britain's resident
commissioner-designate for
Rhodesia.
Speaking with reporters after the
meeting, Yeung said much more is
happening towards a peace settlement in Rhodesia "than appears
on the surface."
"Everybody's stalling for time(Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian

,.

Total
Experience
20°/o OFF

'

Haircut and Style
And Body
Wave
With

Student
ID

AtnU'Q C!![!)rJiMtn
CQ11(t)[J4(!)[!!(!)(!!~~(!!~

....

Smith), the pariotic front," Young
said. "You can't push people to
speed up a settlement because it's
their future."
Young said he enjoyed meeting
Carver for the first \ime and praised
his recent - but unsuccessful talks with Rhodesian nationalist
leaders and government officials.
"I think under the circumstances
.
.-.
he (Carver) did a lot better than
;•
- ..~
he's been given credit for," Young
j . . . ·.; .•
said.
·
'
•
'_{j(
Asked about Smith's remarks to
Rhodesia's Sunday Mail newspaper
'
that he had launched his own peace
initiative following what he called
the universal rejection of the
majority rule plan President Carter
helped draft, Young said.
.
"I don't think there's anything ·
new in that. Smith has been saying
he had his own initiative for two or
three years now."
Smith told the newspaper, "New
' .
initiatives have started and I anticipate that serious decisions will
be made during this coming week."
'
LOBO photo by W.T. Hunt
Young said he still believes "an
internal settlement is not going to
stop the fighting. The result would
be to escalate the civil war."
"A peace settlement is a step-bystep process which will take some
Joel JonBS, assistant to the provost, gobb/BS up a sooond place
time," Young said.
in tho 38 to 48 ago·group at the first annual Turkey Trot this SaturSmith's
White
minority day.
government and Black nationalist
The meet was sponsoi'Bd by the Budweiser BI'Bwing Company.
leaders disagree about the security
arrangements stipulated in the
Anglo-American peace plan for the
six-month interim period before
power is handed over to a Black
majority government.

Rhythm and Slues Staples
Family Tree/The Staples/WB BS 3064
By DAVID COOUSEY
Danc~able rhythm and horn tracks on side two move the Staples closer
to the dtsco scene. "Hang Loose" and "Let's go to the Disco" along with
"'?olor Me Higher" and "Boogie for the Blues" bring a new dimension to
thts venerable and established group. Listening to this album brings forth a
clea_rer understanding of lead vocalist's Mavis Staples, as a solo artist,
Stde one contains the type of material (ballads and mid-tempo) that has
es_tablished ,~his g~oup as one of the leading rhythm and blues group today.
T1tle Cut, Famtly Tree" and the group's version of "I honestly Love
Yo_u" are of this nature and are performed with excellent workmanship.
Thts latest release should increase its following. B.

·r'·...
'

Sluegtass on BtoQdway
The Cultural Program Committee of UNM will present The Robber
Bridegroom in Popejoy Hall tonight at 8:15. This Tony Award winning
musical has been ·called "a sassy, song-filled, joyous romp; a footstompin', square-dancin', bluegrass Thanksgiving Chivaree. Tickets are
$9, $7.50 and $6. For ASUNM and GSA students, the tickets arc half
price.
Before the performance the Student Union will have a buffet which will
include BBQ square ribs and chicken, corn pone, greens, black-eyed peas,
corn-on-the-cob, pumpkin pie, cider and coffee, The buffet is by reservation only; the number is277-2811.

.. .

,)

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.
20% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

The Smith government refuses to
disband its armed forces and hand
over security to nationalist
guerrillas.

.. Merchants
contk1116d fTom fJIJ911 7

BEHIND. all great BARS

street because traffic would move in
blocks of cars, rather than a string
of cars.
But the businessmen said the plan
"simply was not working."
Basil Nellos, owner of The Lobo
Men's Shop, said, "With three
lanes of traffic and no parked cars
on the street, what you have is a
speedway. People are naturally
more cautious when they drive
down a street that has cars parked
on it.
"You can see that just by looking
at the north side of Central where
. there is already no parking." he
said. "Traffic moves faster on that
side of the street. And I've been
watching traffic on Central for 14
years, not two months like the
engineers."
Tony Vigil, manager of Andes
Olympic Shoes, said the parked
cars act as a buffer between
pedestrians and motorists. Vigil
said the possibility of an accident
resulting from a pedestrian being
pushed into the street was high.
Matt Pace, owner of Italian
FatsQ's, agreed. "One of these
days, a car is going to go out of
control and go right through a
storefront," he said.

the ASUNm Speakets Committee
~~

Tonight

s'f1J.

o.t 8:00pm
in Woodwo.rd Ho.lla New, Extra
Speo.kers ho.s been o.dded
to the Speo.kers Series-

Sydney Wignal
Renowned mo.rine Archeologist o.nd
mo.rine Historio.n lrom Greo.t Brito.in

..

Admission Ftee!

On
"'

Tu~ts.

Nov. 29 at 8:00 pm
In Woodward HaiiHistorio.n, Author,
Educo.tor

Susan
Gtoag
Sell
With o. specio.l Lecture/Slide presento.tion .. Women
& Work: From Evolution To Revolution"
Tickets $1.75 public & 75c students
On So.le Now!
.On So.le Nowl o.t the SUB, Popejoy Ho.ll, o.ll
Ticketmo.ster loco.tions o.nd o.t the door.

Engineering College
Provides Tutoring
i

A conselling and academic-advisement program is available to
engineering students at UNM •• which helps them in the field of their
. choice, said Ji)Il Shorty, a~ting assistant dean for special programs in
·
the College ofEngineefing: · · · ·
Shorty saicfMonday the Native American Program of the College
of Engineering (NAPCOE) also provides tutorial assistance to
students who have participated in a four-week session, learning
engineering, math and English. He said most students seeking help in
the program have problems in those three subjects, and so, the
·students are first required to attend the learning session, before getting
help from tutors. "In those areas we try to maintain a group of
tutors," Shorty said.
The pmgram is also aimed at getting students to help each other,
which in itself is.also a learning process, he said.

.Mining Plagues
.Hunt for Fossils
Because of the abundance of rare
dinosaur bones and other fossils in
sites that are described as the best in
the world, certain areas in northwestern New Mexico should not
be strip-mined for coal.
·
That is the recommendation of
two UNM professors to the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM).
Geology Prof. Barry S. Kues and
anthropology Prof.
Jeffrey
Froehlich recently completed a
fossil survey which unearthed some
scientific firsts.
"Several areas scheduled for
strip-mining have fossils that are
unique or are the best of their kind
in the world," Kues said. "The
rocks document a critical time in
the evolution of. vertebrates - the
last of the dmosaurs and the
radiation of primitive mammals
after the dinosaurs became extinct
-.about 65 million years ago," he
added.
The survey produced several
(iinosaur skeletons and areas that
have dense accumulations of
dinosaur bones, some representing
types new to science. Kues added,
"Primitive mammals have been
found in great abundance, including a r.omplete skull of a pooriy
known type. The specimen is the
best of its kind ever discovered.
Several new species of primitive
mammals
have
also
been
discovered."
Kues believes strip-mining of

.

these areas will be devastating to
many of the paleontological
resources and very probably to
other non-economic resources as
well.
Kues said he and Froehlich have
recommended to the BLM that
fossils at some sites planned for
strip-mining be salvaged before
actual mining operations begin.
They also recommended that six
areas not be mined at' all. The
largest of which is a 50 square-mile
tract that includes most of the Bisti
Badlands.

The Bonnie Raitt Ba~d ·

Bonnie Rates Vety Good
worked as a nice contrast to her
usual woman-of-the-world approach.

RENEWAL DEADLINE

more life than the single version, ·
and was a very strong ending note
Fully in character, Bonnie Raitt
for an engaging and enjoyable
walked out before the eager, large
concert.
One of the highlights of the night
audience with a glass of beer. She
Rusty Wier opened the concert
looked healthier, slimmer and more was her impressive version of John with a short set of his Texasconfident than she has in years, but Prine's "Angel from Mon- outlaw-cowboy songs. Though he
visuals aside, it was her music that· tgoome:ry." She dedicated the
tried to spice up his show between
engaged the crowd during· her late
1the songs with jokes and stories, his
show at Popejoy Hall Sunday
lack of a back-up band seriously
night.
hurt his music. Most of the people
Using a four-piece band which
around me were disappointed with
included a bass player who also
Wier, but had he brought along a
added some nice tuba riffs; piano;
band, I'm sure the disappointment
drums and guitar, Raitt played a
full set· that included her various
forms of music. She opened with
"Baby, I Love You," an Aretha
Franklin hit that displayed the
strength of Raitt's solid voice.
Though the electric guitar
playing was handled mostly by her
back-up guitarist, when it came to
slide work, Raitt took the spotlight.
Playing a Sippy Wallace tribute
"Up the Country" Raitt proved
that rather than being just a singer,
she is a member of a band, and a
Bonnie Raitt
very good band. Her slide work,
though not as imaginative as say, to "the women in Houston," and
David Lindley or David Bromberg, said- that "Angel from Monwas more than adequate. As with tgomery" was one of the strongest
her vocals, Raitt strives for a direct songs written about women. Her
sound in her slide work, and though performance of this song about a
she used very few flourishes, she woman trapped by her own life
never missed her mark.
·
gave chills to this reviewer.
For her well-deserved encore,
Her show also included two
Jackson Browne songs, "My Raitt did "Runaway," ~aying
Opening Farewell" and "I Thought "This is a song I selected very
·I was a Child." On these songs, carefully. And you'll love it, I
Raitt showed a sensitive side which· hope." I did. The song took. on
By ROBERT SPIE(IEL

Residence Ho.ll Students Are
Reminded To Complete And
Submit Their Residence Ho.ll
Room And Boo.rd Renewo.l
mo.terio.ls B_y: 4:00 pm mondo._y
Dec~mbet

5, 1977
Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservo.tions
2nd Floor, La Posada

Calculator Sale

10% OFF

If _you're bo.rgo.in:.hunting, o.nd who isn't these do.!:JS, !:JOU co.n recogr.'ze
unbelievo.ble so.vings on co.lculo.tors this week.
Our selection includes some top bro.~d no.mes- Texo.s Jnstrumer ~s.
Hewlett-Po.cko.rd o.nd Sho.rp.
If we don't ho.ve the model !:JOU wo.nt in stock, we will order it for !:JOU o.r ::1
guo.ro.ntee !:JOU o. 10% so.vings from the mo.nufo.ctures' suggested rete 'I
price.

The geologist categorizes some of
the fossil sites as being the best in
the world' with fossil deposits of
enormous scientific significance.
"The scientific importance of these
fossils cannot be overestimated,"
he said.

Come by todo.y- Sale ends Decembet 3td.

s

The New Mexican fossil areas
represent one of only three or four
other places in the world where the
transition
from
dinosaur•
dominated to early mammaldominated communities is well
displayed he said.
'~Sol)le of these impressive fossils
should be put on display for the
people of New Mexico so they may
learn about their paleontological
resources and what these resources
can tell us about the history of
life," Kues added .
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ln·Reckless Abandon

E "Reckless Abanaon" I David
~ Bromberg Band I Fantasy F- 9540
£
By HOBERT SPIEGEL
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Although this album is presented
as a David Bromberg Band record,
and though the band members'
contribution is sizeable, including
the writing of two songs, the album
is Bromberg through and through.
And, like all of Bromberg's
previous
albums,
Reckless
A bandon is a sampler of American
music Idioms.
Yet Reckless Abandon is
distinctively · different from
Bromberg's earlier efforts. This is

the second album Bromberg has tainly haven't hurt. His voice,
recorded with his own band. whiCh has always been appropriate
Though there has been a couple of on his talking songs such as the new
personnel changes in the group "lleware, Brother, lleware," is
since H(J.W Lale'll Ya P/ay'ti/?, the most notably better on the ballads.
band is tight and supportive of His vocal on Murray McLauchlan's
Bromberg in whatever direction he "Child Song" is one of Bromberg's
takes them, be it an old fiddle best performances, challenging
medley like "Battle of Bull Runn," even his beautiful version of "Mr.
a rock and roll tune such as "What Bojangles. "'
a Town" or a quiet ballad like
"Baby Breeze."
Bromberg's famous guitar and
Also, Bormberg's voice has dobro work is still in full force. On
improved greatly on his last two the often recorded "Stealin","
albums. The voice lessons he has Bromberg's instrumental work is
taken over the last two years cer- not only up to his usual ·
magnificance, it literally carries the
song beyond the problem of being
yet another tired-horse blues song,
Bromberg has the .rare ability to
take an old song and make it sound
new and fresh. Thuough he consistently brings out old songs, they
never sound like stodgy, purist
resurections.
·

The "big cheese' himself

Bromberg hasn't ridden himself
completely of his indulgences.
"Beware, Brother, Beware," is a
funny, anti- marriage song, but
after the first listening his talking
blues approach becomes tedious.
:However, this problem is minimal
on Reckless Ambandon, and in
light of such an otherwise fine
work, concentrating on the
problem seems ludicrous. Keep it
up, Bromberg, you're doin' just
fine.
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Ram Win Blurs WAC Race
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Just when the Arizona State
Sundevils had the Western Athletic
Conference football title in its
sights, the Colorado State Rams
attacked at point-blank range
Saturday afternoon in Fort Collins
to down the 'Devils 25-14.

David Btombetg Band

~rombetg Bounces ln.
Tonight and Wednesday night at the Golden Inn in Golden, New Mexico
you will have the rare privilege of seeing the Dave Bromberg Band.
Bromberg, one of finest guitar, mandolin and dobro players around, has
always been highly acclaimed for his concert performance;
. Since his first Fantasy album, How Late'// Ya Play'til, Bromberg has
been performing and recording with his own band. As Bromberg tells it, "I
started out with jus( a bass play7r. Whenever we played, musicians 1' d met
on the road with other bands would come and sit in. Sometimes there
would be 10 musicians on the stage. It was very inspiring. But, then, as we
went along, I began to miss certain guys. By then, I was making enough to
afford to pay whoever I wanted to play with, so I started this band."
The David Bromberg Band includes Dick Fegy on fiddle, mandolin,
guitar and banjo; John Firman on horns; George Kindler on fiddle and
mandolin; Curt Linberg on trombone; Hugh McDonald on Bass and backup vocals, and ex-Commander Cody drummer, Lance Dickerson. And, of
course, Bromberg himself.
•
The David bromberg Band will play at 9 p.m. The admission is $5.75 in
advance at all Ticketmaster locl)tions or $6.75 at the door. Dave Ain't
Here, a progressive country band recently profiled in bandstand, will open
both nights at 6 p.m.
•

Serophin Trio Stirring
By JANE QUESNEL
The Seraphin Trio played Sunday
to a capacity audience in Keller
Hall. Each season of concerts seems
to bring a new triumph to this trio
of seasoned players, and Sunday's
concert was no exception.
Opening with Mozart's Trio in Bflat, K.254, Leonard Felberg,
Joanna de Keyser, and George
Robert performed flawlessly and
seemingly without effort.
The stirring Brahms Trio in C,
op. 87, concluded the first half of
the program. While the second
movement has a slightly Hungarian
flavor, it is in the third movement,
the Schero, that Brahms' true
genius shine through. An almost

ghost-like mood prevaiis, and the
trio excelled at conveying the
sudden, shifting changes of mood
contained within the movement.
Ravel's Trio in A minor was the
only work programmed for the
second half, and proved to be a
monumental undertaking. Filled
with rhythmic complexities, difficult-to-decipher notation, and
tricky nuances in the dynamic
shadings, Ravel's only piano trio
stands as a tribute to the genius of
the composer and the virtuosity of
the performers.
Returning briefly, the Seraph in
Trio performed a movement from
the Dvorak Dumky Trio and were
given the standing ovation the
performance deserved .

RACa.w_ET & HEALTH CWB
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Come tour New Mexico's
finest Racquetball facility
• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetball- ·
handball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis courts • central location directly behind Four SeasoP.s
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room,' showers, locker room, massage.

Special Student Rates
Available
Public Welcome
call 266·7781 for reservations or information

By ED JOHNSON
"I'm not dissapointed," Sandoval said, "I just wish they could
LOBO SP.orts Writer
Three UNM women cross have gotten out a little faster."
country runners got caught in the ·
Wroblewski said, "I learned a lot
back of the pack at the beginning of about myself. The race told me how
Saturday's National Championship much I have to work."
race in Austin, Tex. and never
"I just waited too long. There
recovered.
were so many of us," she said.
Susie Vigil, Janet Wroblewski
Sandoval said before the meet he
and Virginia Middleton found was hoping the women would better
themselves around l OOth place at their national qualifying times at
the end of the first mile of the 3~ the regional meet by 30 seconds.

~=·

Vigil finished 56th in 18:55,
Wroblewski, 58th in 18:56 and
Middleton, !50th in 20:01.
Wroblewski said, "We were even
through most of the race, but at the
end she was stronger.''
Coach Tony Sandoval said,' "A
race with 274 people is impossible."
The UNM "'omen were placed on
the outside at the race's start, while
the women on the inside "went like
the daylights", Sandoval said.

,

llell, a junior, had 17 tackles, II
of them unassisted. Bell sacked
'Devil Signal caller Dennis Sproul
in the end zone for a safety which
gave the Rams an early 22-14 lead.
Tom Drake added a field goal, one
of his three for the game, to bring
the final score to 25-14,

A pass interception by !saline
and a mishandled punt accounted
ASU must now defeat Arizona· for two more Ram's scores.
next weekend in Tempe in order to
In other WAC action over the
be the host team in this year's Fiesta weekend, Wyoming, down by 14
Bowl in Tempe. Penn State is the points at the half, got two second
team the WAC champs will play on half scores from quarterback Marc
Christmas Day.
Cousin's who replaced an injured
Don
Clayton to pace the 'Pokes to
Should the Sundevils lose to state
a23-21
win over New Mexico.
rival Arizona, the Rams will play
the Nittany Lions in the Fiesta
The Arizona Wildcats acBowl.
cumulated 558 yards in total offense to down a pesty Texas-EI
Saturday's win for the Rams was Paso squad in El Paso Saturday
the first time in 16 years CSU has night 41-24. Wildcat freshman
defeated ASU.
running back Hubert Oliver toted
The Ram win was credited. to the the ball for 186 yards and Harry
fine play of the CSU defense led by Holt scored four TO's to aid the
tackle Mike Bell and linebacker 'Cat win for first year coach Tony
Dana Isoline.
Mason.

Poor Start Hurts Fern
Harriers at Finals Meet

UNM students have until
Wednesday at 5. p.m. to pick up
student reserved tickets for the
UNM-Idaho State basketball game
Friday night at University Arena.

Now Open

®lb.e i.Engltaq 1Buff.et 1Ju I.e ~111B
111rnm 6:15-7:45 p.m.

CSU quarterback Dan Graham (7) and running back
Mark Davis (9) lsd the Rams to a 25-14 win over ASU
this wssksnd.

Reserved
Tickets
Available

Nnutmb.er 27- 8:15p.m.

Wickttn: $7.no. $fi.no. ss.nn
3!1N:aft ~bents. 111ac./~aff- 1/2 Jric.e

-"

~CfW ~CfllO~

In non-conference games over
the weekend, Brigham Young
edged Long Beach State 30-27 in
Provo. Utah, the Lobos next
opponent, was defeated by by
Florida 38-29 in Gainsville.

finished 6th in 17:45.
Bridges, Vigil and Middleton
were part of UNM's first women's
cross country team and they took
ninth nationaly as a team. Bridges
finished 14th in the·nation last year.
'
Colorado's
Mary Decker was the
top finisher from the region UNM
competes in, as she took 1th in
17:49.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasnia
Donor Center
8 ain to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

TENNIS IS YOUR GAME
THIS IS YOUR SALE

20%O
OFF

Decker had surgery this summer

v~~~~~~~= to repair shin splints and said, "I

close with a 24 second im- am confident and that's what it
provement. Wroblewski improved takes to compete. If my injuries
by nine seconds and Middleton by don't give me any problems, I
two.
should get stronger than before."
Last year Middleton finished
Kathy Mills of Penn State blazed
I82nd and Vigil 28th, but this the three-mile trail in 16:50 and was
year's course was tougher, with about 30 seconds ahead of any
more hills. Sandoval said the other competition in her first place
'competition was "unbelievable."
performance.
Karen Cramond Bridges, who
Vigil and Wroblewski will now
was UNM's best runner last year prepare to compete in the National
transferred to Oklahoma State and AAU meet this weekend.

all rackets Including
Prince, Head XRCs,

~i~::m-up suits

CFenWfsh·6'p({)

celebr•tJng our 5th annlver••rv at 29011ndlan
School Rd. NE. And now 0111' new locatJon Ia
Juan Tabo PJau, Juan Tabo and Mont1o•ny

CROSS COUNTRY SKI SPECIAL
10% off any cross country sld equipment
package at our shop in Juan Tabo Plaza
Sale Ends Saturday November 26th.

'
The Hame af Freshly Baked
Neapalitan and Sicilian Pizza

Since Thursday is a holiday, the
tickets will be sold until Wednesday
for the students. Remaining tickets
not picked up by students will go on
sale to the public Friday, the day of
the game.
Tickets for the UNM-Highland
University game on Nov. 29 may
also be picked up. Athletic !D's are
needed to pick up reserved tickets
and $4 date tickets.

Naw Servinra: Natural! ~hale Wheal Pizza
1D7 c: Carnell SE
~---------------
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Ro.tea: 15c pet. wotd pet dc.y, 11 minimum.
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PERSONALS

.....l ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracep-.
;::.,

~
0

tion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose, 294·
1213
Special drink prices through the cocktail hour at
11/22
Ned's,
CONTACTS7? Polishing & solutions, CaseY Optical
Company, 255-8736,
tfn
GAY LIBERATION CLUB starting Thurs. 7-12
p.m.: Sun, 2-10 p.m. Gays only, 255-4409.
11122
SINGLE1 Meet sincere members of the opposite sex,
Cull DATELIN!ltoll-free: 800-4.51-3245,
11128
SUNLAND ALilUQUERQUE MAGAZINE seeks
humnn interest stories; fiction, poetry, art work,
photographs concerning hislory, C\Jliures, present
lifcslyles of Southwesl, Conlacl Henry Woodall,
265-8170 or Kathy Tl10mpson, 821-4171. Mailing
address: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M.
87112.
12/2
INTERNATIONAl; THANKSGIVING FEAST.
Sundance Cafe, 127 Harvard SE, l p.m. • 5 p.m.
For information&. 'reservations, call255-0986.

0171.
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SKATEDOARD CITY has a full line of boards
!rucks, wheels, safety gear, & many accessories.
OI'EN 12·5 p.m. weekdays, 11-5 p.m. Saturday,
106 Morningdsldc NE, 255-4336.
11/29
GEORGIA O'KEEFFE - her work, her words $14.95- UNM nookslorc.
11/22
SANDIE, I lhlnk sou'rc the sweetest, most lovable
girl! know, Slewart.
11/30
JOHNNY L. Happy Turkey Day! Love yal MJM
11/22
DUNK, Happy Turkey Day! Love Little Sisler 11/22
WHOI.E WHEAT PIZZA wllh mushroom topping
for slices, Wed. Nov. 23, Perry's Pi~za, 2004
Ccnlml SE, Pizza by the slice and pan.
11123
SILMARILLION - the lnsl Tolkien - at UNM
11/22
Bookstore.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY FRANKllll Welcome home,
Sarah! With Love Plus, Your buds.
11/23
SKATEDOAIW CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec. 41h,
11-3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE, Call for lnlorma·
1212
lion, 255-4336,
Hobbil puzzles, punp~ls, stuffed to)!SI For children
of all ages in the UNM Bookstore's Gift Depart·
mcnt,
12/1

•'

2.

co

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In the Pence Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907,
fs
LOST: Male Alaskan Malamute Ulack & White.
Carlisle & Indian School, 266-7142. REWARD.
11/23
FOUND: ncar Woodward Hall, black satin sash
(clerical?). Claim Marron Hall, Rm. 105,
11128
FOUND: 4 keys on ring ncar AI' ROTC office. Claim
1901 Las Lomas or call Dec nt 277-4602,
11/28
FOUND: Wilford Henry's wallet & I,D, Claim
Marron Hall, Rm. 105,
11129

3. SERVICES
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
schola~tic, Charts & tables. 345-2125.
12/2
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Pre11arc now.
Call PENM 842·5200,
lfn
TYPING: MA. En~lish, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs

SERVE in the Peace Corps. Orlega ~33. 277-5907. fs
TYPING, 1st qualily. 883-7787,
tfn
RELIADLE TYPING, 60c per page, 881-7546, 1212
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
of course, copies. 268-8515.
12/1
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. 266·9291,
11/23 ·
TYPING, EDITING, 266·4567,
12/2

4.

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
·$145,00, ulilities paid. City bus service down
Central available. Aparlmcnt includes modern
kllchcn. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Ccnlral NE, 299-0434.
12/2
2 llL.OCKS TO UNM. I bedroom, $115.00; utililies
11/23
paid, Valley Renin is, 262-1751.$30.00 fee,
I BEDIWOM. Walk to UNM, Fireplace, all utilities
inc., $155.00. Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00 fcc.
I 1/23
BIKE TO CLASS, NE I bedroom, semi-furnished,
$115.00, No lease. Valley Rentals, 262-1751.$30,00
fcc,
,
11/23
ONE IILOCK TO UNM. Deluxe 1 bedroom, twin or
double beds. $185.00, Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268·0525.
12/1
QUIET ONE DEDROOM. Minutes to UNM. Fenced
yurd, $120.00; pari utilities paid. Ynlley Rentals,
262·1751. $30,00 fee.
11/23
LARGE 2 DEDROOM HOUSE: 411 Cedar SE. Close
to UNM. $250,00/monthly, Available Dec. I, 1977,
Cnll296-7120,
11128
3 DEDROOM, DEN, sunroom, 2 bath, yard;
$280.00, 265-2403, S-6 p.m.
11/23
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN1 Excellenl food (no
limit), Private and double rooms. Maid service, 303
Ash NE, 243-2881,
11/21

5.

FORSALE

MAX ELL UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week, Firefly,
Dox7583,87104.256-149.5,
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30,00 to $60,00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
l/27
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, $250.00 for both. Call265-4836.
11:130
1974 R75/6 IJMW MOTORCYCLE. Excellent, under
wholesale. Rock, 298-0078.
11/22
SOFA FOR SALE, $20.00, Call266-7308.
11/22
NEW ARRIVALS. Top quality vests; reg, price
$15.00, now only $3.95 - while ~hey last at·
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Ccnlral SE across
from campus. 266-6872.
11123
TEAC 40105 rccl/rccl. E~ccllent condition. 255-3122,
11123
1973 MAZDA 2-door coupe. Excellent condition:
just had new brakes, A/C, AM-I'M cassette stereo,
power an1cnna & rear window de-fogger. Asking
below blue book, $1350.00 or best offer. 294·3177.
11/23
DOOOE VAN, 318 V-8 automatic, radio & heater,
$1,000 or best offer, 293-5942
ll/23
EMBELLISH YOUR LOBES wi1h earrings by Julian
at a price you can afford; on the UNM Mall, 11-1
p.m. weekdays.
11/23
1972 MOll CONVERTIBLE. New radials, AM/FM.
Mus1 sell below book. 821·0099,
11/28
DED, BRAND NAME- SEALY. Good condition,
$25.00. Call before 9 a.m. or after 5:30 p.m. 294·
6635.
tl/29

ma~;on Ho.ll '"'· 105

STEREO ~ one-yca~·old, KENWOOD
PIONEER - DUAL. Like new, Warranly. CoSI
$835,00 new: $425,00, or offer, 420 Espam>la SE,
Apt, A.
11/29
1966 C!;IEVROLET STATION WAGON, $250,00 or
best offer. Call be1ween I and6 p.m. 266-3019,
ll/29
STEREO SPEAKERS & AMPLIFIER & tuner,
· $175,00, Cannon 200mm lens - excellent con·
dition, $180,00,255-3122.
11/30
1969 VW. Good condition, cleanlnlcrior. Good tires,
runs good, Nice looking little car, 869-2951. rt/30
1976 CHEVY MONZA. Great car. Student mus1 sell.
Call345-9343.
11/30

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS.,Ortega 233. 277-5907.
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible, Call S.J.A .. 242-5261.
12/2
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage, Kitchen help slarting pay $2,65/hr. Waller&.
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Cenlcr. Part or full
lime, day or nighl shifls,
12/1
TEMPORARY PART TIME cmploymenl: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, malh aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clcrk-typisls. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
player.
12/2
PART TIME .stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only, Apply ill person. Save-way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE; 5516 Menual
Blvd, NE.
12/2
WAITRESS NEEDED for lunch. Enlhusiaslic,
personable individual will make bucks. Apply in
person at Mr. Steak, 1400 San Pedro NE.
11/29
PART TIME HELP for my business. $425.00
monlhly. 294-2064, 1·3_p.m. only.
11/22

c;overed.

WI'ago~
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

D1?W -,-,n

7.

TRAVEL

8.

RJI)E f'Oit :Z wanled: llosloi)/NYC, mid-December,
share usual, 242-6452
1212
FLYING TO OKLAHOMA CITY for Thanhgiving
Holidays "- l1ave plane, need passengers lo share
expenses, Mark, 296-7897.
ll/23

MISCELLANEOUS

WllAVE\ your own X-mas gifts.:.. qukk, inexpensive,
unusual, two December workshops- the Weaver's
Sludio, 205 Sian ford SE, 265-9100,
11123

SORRY, but I find my rides and riders at lntercontin- ~ FREE KITTENS. 821-6672 afled ,m,
11/23
ental Travel Centre (265-9860), Thanks anyway
·
.
P
LOBO?
• 11/23
I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Datsun 240-Z.
Conlnct GarY King weekdays after 5 p.m. ·at 296FIND TRANSI'ORTATION In lhe LOBO Tr•vel
6515.
12/2
secllnn, 277-5656,
11/23

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Wildly enthusiastic: Slang
5 Metric unit
10 .... money
14 .... in a
song: Sal
15 Hidefrom
view
16 Countertenor
17 "Roll Out ...

45 Divided into
segments

•

47 Unite
49 Made cold

50 Pro vote
51 Star: Prefix
53 Unskilled
worker
55 Kin.d of
spasm
56 Gloss
61 Forest
,.. ......... .
animals
62 Stone-like
. 19 Short run64 Large
way 'plane
amount: Var.
20 Salt-covered
65 Viscous
plain: SW
substance
66 When
2t Insect egg
67 Curlers' caps
22 Salver
66 Houston
23 Ofvision
ballplayer
25 Light refresh·
69 Undesirable
ment
plant
26 Quarrel
30 Ending with
DOWN
Weapons:
mod and clst
Slang
31 Washes
lightly
2 Turkish
officer
34 Book for
3 Celt
snapshots
4 White brain
36 Be of one
mind
matter
38 ... cake
5 Skin abra39 Citrus fruit:
sion
2 words
6 "High--·":
42 No. AmeriAnderson
title
can Indian
7 TV program:
43 Does a floor2 words
ing job
8 Memento
44 Express
· pleasure
from the past

..

u.s.A.

9 Prefix with
while
10 Move swiftly
11 ,Of a very
high Irequency
12 Ancient
Greek walk
13 Sacred
18 Fuss
24 Follow slowly
25 Layers
26 Didn't go to
bed: 2 words
27 La--···: Ar·
gentina city
28 Capp character: 2 words
29 Pull hard
31 Antique auto
32 United
States
symbol

33
35
37
40
41
46
48
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
59
60
63

Horse
Deals out
Readjust
Clear
Friend:
French
Verb forms
The ''D" of
"FDA"
Assistants
Retreat
rapidly
Annoying
person
Miss Raines
Irish village
Arrange
neatly
Harrow's
tooth
Noun ending
Tall grass
Eastern title

HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

'\

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the h~ading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

•
Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone_ _ _ _ __.__

Marron Hall> ··Room ,105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
'
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